EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Number:
ZTE CORPORATION - 101 R209-Zr

Name and address of the Manufacturer:
Manufacturer:
Vodafone
Vodafone S.á r.l.,
15 rue Edward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg,
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
Manufacturer's Authorized Representative:
ZTE PORTUGAL, PROJECTOS DE TELECOMUNICAÇÕES UNIPESSOAL LDA
Rua Prof. Carlos Alberto da Mota Pinto, 9, 6o A 1070 - 374 LISBOA, PORTUGAL

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of Vodafone.

Object of the declaration:
Product information:
Product Name: Vodafone Mobile Wi-Fi R209-Zr
Model Name: R209-Zr

Additional information:
List of accessories and SW information
Battery: I3715742P3N54251
Travel Adapter: STC-J508A-A
SW version: BD_R209-242.1

The object of the declaration described above is in conformity with the relevant Union harmonisation legislation:
- References to the relevant harmonised standards used or references to the technical specifications in relation to which conformity is declared:
    - Draft ETSI EN 301 489-1 V2.2.0; Draft ETSI EN 301 489-17 V3.2.0
    - Draft ETSI EN 301 489-52 V1.1.0
    - Draft EN 301 908-1:2017
    - EN 300 328 V2.1.1;
    - SET2017-05305
    - SET2017-05338
    - SET2017-05257
    - SET2017-05258
    - SET2017-04619
    - RoHs Directive 2011/65/EU
    - IEC 62361. 2009+2013+2015

The notified body:
Name: PHOENIX TESTLAB GmbH
Number: 0700

and issued the certificate
17-211443a

Additional information:
Signed for and on behalf of:
Vodafone, Vodafone S.á r.l., 15 rue Edward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg,
confirmación de cumplimiento
Authorized Representative:
ZTE PORTUGAL, PROJECTOS DE TELECOMUNICAÇÕES UNIPESSOAL LDA
Rua Prof. Carlos Alberto da Mota Pinto, 9, 6o A 1070 - 374 LISBOA, PORTUGAL.

Date of issue:
9 June 2017